Improving My Grades
A guide to taking tests and boosting your grades.

Scene 1
Studying equals success.
[Two puzzle pieces, one with a textbook one with a degree appear]

Scene 2
In college, you can't really have one without the other.
[Previous two puzzle pieces fitting together perfectly]

Scene 3
Your instructors might give you a long list of things to read before class, or a bunch of things to know for your exam.
[A large stack of papers and an exam sheet appears]

Scene 4
The thing is, you only have so much time!
[A clock is shown]

Scene 5
That's why we want to help you study smarter - not harder!
[One student thinking of an idea, and another struggling with a pile of textbooks]

Scene 6
By learning how to use the studying and test-taking techniques found in these modules,

Scene 7
you can improve the way you tackle test, and boost your grades.
[An exam sheet is completed, simultaneously an Arrow pointing upwards appears symbolizing the increase in your grades]

Scene 8
Now that sounds like a win-win situation!
[Thanks for Watching]
[Two students waving goodbye]